Doves Class

Topic Title: Amazing Authors!

English
Studying novels of Dick
King Smith focussing on
The Hodgeheg.
Reading a range of nonfiction/fiction books.
Weekly reading
comprehension, spelling,
grammar and handwriting
practice.
A book study on
Charlotte’s Web by E.B
White. Story-telling,
mapping and narrative
writing around this text.
Reading and writing
poems and diaries.
Non-chronological writing
to produce leaflets using
headings and subheadings. Persuasive
writing and debating
about animal welfare.
Speaking and listening
through discussions,
drama and hot seating
with a focus on freezeframing and hot seating.

Maths
Place value of 2/3 and 4digit numbers when using
money. Mental maths
adding and subtracting
from 100 and 1000.
Adding by partitioning
and subtracting by
counting up. Decimals,
percentages and
equivalence to fractions.
Problem solving, reasoning
and algebra. Measuring
and converting using mm,
cm and m. Weighing in g
and kg.
Fractions and time.
Recalling 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x,
8x and 10 times tables
with inverses.
Opportunities for topic
related Maths
Distances between towns
and cities.

Term:

Spring 2018.

Science
Describing how sounds
are made and how sounds
travel. How do we hear?
Exploring the correlation
between pitch and the
object producing a sound.
Investigating the link
between the volume of a
sound and vibrations.

Computing
Internet safety.
Programming skills
including using Scratch.
Creating power points.
Developing research
skills. Using Publisher to
create information
booklets.

Music/Singing
Weekly singing practice.
Playing the Glockenspiel.
Listening to and
evaluating, Rap, Bhangra,
Gospel and Tango.
Names to describe music.
Using “Garage Band “to
compose music on the
iPads.

Geography/History
Naming and locating
counties and cities of the
UK. Naming hills,
mountains, coasts and
rivers.
Using the eight points of
a compass and 4/6 figure
grid references symbols
and keys on maps.
PE
Gymnastics.
Creating and adapting
sequences using
apparatus.
Ball skills-throwing,
catching, different
passes.
Hockey and basketball.

Art/DT
Art from different
cultures (RE links).
Creating tone and
texture.
Designing, making and
evaluating a musical
instrument.
Cooking healthy food
from around the world.
Languages
Singing French songs.
Learning to name and
describe people, places,
the weather and objects
in French. Reading short
sentences in French.

RE
Special journeys and
pilgrimages. Exploring
religious journeys in
Buddhism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Islam and
Judaism.

PSHCE
Weekly circle time and
child of the week.
Fire safety.
Anti-bullying focus linked
to learning songs with
positive messages about
friendship and kindness.
Mindfulness.

